Introduction It is shown that HT (homogeneously traceable)
are oailed Hamiltonian and traceable, respectively. Graphs in which every tvo different vertioes are oonnected by a Hamiltonian path are called Hamiltonian connected. If a graph « is nonhamiltonian but deleting any vertex from G results in a Hamiltonian subgraph then G is said to be hypohamiltonian» The Petersen graph FG (of order 10, see Fig.1} is the unique hy pohamiltonian graph among graphs of order not greater than 12.
u Pig.1. Petersen graph PG In 1974 Wojda observed that the join of the Petersen graph and the trivial graph K^ is Hamiltonian connected* Then Wojda and the present author extended this result to any hypohamiltonian graph (cf. [20] )* To formulate a next generalisation ve need sons definitions.
2. Relations with highly Hamiltonian graphs Definition 1. A graph G is called homogeneously traceable (HI) if for each vertex x of G there is a Hamiltonian path beginning at x.
Note that each Hamiltonian as well as hypohamiltonian graph is homogeneously traceable, Now we recall a concept which was introduced in [13] (Theorem 2*6). Hence eaoh edge of a strongly 1-edge pancyolic graph G ie contained in circuits of every possible length. Proposition 1« Strongly 1-adge panoyclio graphs form a proper subclass of hamiltonian connected graphs.
In faot, this subclass is proper sinoe in Fig,2 we have a Hamiltonian connected graph which is not strongly 1-edge pancyolic (there is no path of length two with end-vertioes a and b).
• How we are going to prove a generalisation of the result mentioned at the end of the preceding Seotion. Theorem 1. For a non-trivial graph G, G + K 1t and a disjoint K 1 with V(K.|) -{v}, the following statements are equivalentt (i) Q is homogeneously traeeablef Cii) the join G' t> G*K^ is strongly 1-edge pancyolioi (iii) the join G' t« G*K^ is Hamiltonian connected.
Proof. • Hence removal of a vertex of degree n>1 from an n-vertex Hamiltonian connected (so, for n £ 3» strongly 1-edge pancyclio) graph gives a homogeneously traceable subgraph* However, we have Remark 1. Strongly 1-edge pancyclic graphs on n vertices need not contain any vertex of degree n-1 (Pig.3). Nevertheless, the above proof for (iii) => (i) and To prove (2), let G t K^ and let xeS. Then G-x is a traceable graph. Therefore deleting S-{x} from G-x insult8 in a subgraph with |S-{x}| + 1 or fewer components, that is,
Remaining conditions are obvious.
• It is clear that homogeneooaly traoeable graphs are of interest only if they are HTHH (Hf non-Hamiltonian). The following easy observation supplements 'iheor«o 2* Proposition 3. If G is an HTHH graph then (5) Vx eV(G): G-x has at i*oet one vertex of degree s1, whence each vertex of G has at most one neighbour of degree s2.a In 1975 I asked which non-Hamiltonian graphs G were homogeneously traceable. In particular, the question was posed whether there were RTKH graphs whioh were different from K 1 and any hypohamiItonian graphs. Then Kania observed [10] that deleting any edge from the Petersen graph PG (Pig.1) gave a homogeneously traceable graph. This leads to the following result. Theorem 3.
Deleting any edge e from the Petersen graph PG results in the minimal HTHH graph PG-e.
Pro of. Since PG is edge-transitive (i.e., every two edges of PG are similar), PG-e is independent of whioh edge e is chosen. Let e * (1,10) and note in Fig.1 that V(PG-e) has three similarity classes, namely {l,10}, {2,4,7,9} and {3,5,6,8}. Henoe PG-e is HT since it has the Haailtonian paths [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 2, 3] and [1,4,3. 8,7,6,5,9,10,2].
-1055 - . Hot« in this context that due to Colliar and Sohmeichel's result [5] on the number of hypohaau.ltonian graphs, the ¿umber of HTNH graphs of order n, ni9, ia bounded below by an exponential function in n. [14] ) that inserting a new vertex (of degree 2) into each of certain 4 or fewer independent edges of the Petersen graph PG gave an HTXH graph.
-1057 -In order to refine this observation we need some properties of matchings in PG. Recall that a matohing is called maximal if it is no proper submatohing. Two independent edges of a graph G are called 2-independent if there is no edge adjacent to both of them. Note that two matohings of size 2 each in PG need not be similar (because the? are similar iff both of them either are or are not 2-independent). However, we have Proposition 4« Ever; two maximal matchings in FG of the same size (3*4« or 5) are similar in PG* Not; for the proof that maximal matchings of size 3 and 5 in PG consist of edges that in eech pair-are and are not 2-independent, respectively. Hence each edge of PG is included in exactly one maximal matching of size 3 and two (similar) maximal matchings of size 5. On the other hand, each maximal matching of size 4 in PG contains exactly one 2-independent pair of edges and each such pair is included in four (mutually similar} maximal matchings of ¿ize 4-a Bermond's observation can be refined in the following way. Proposition 5.
Inserting one or two naw vertices (of degree 2) into each edge of a submatching of any matching with either 4 or 5 edges in the Petersen graph PG gives an HTNH graph.
Owing to Proposition 4, it suffices to consider inserting new vertices into each edge of two maximal matchings of PG: one of size 4 and another one of size 5.
• Corollary 2.
For each n with 10 s n s 20 there exists an HTNH graph of order n.
• Now the existence of hypohamiltonian graphs of each order * 18 (cp. [6] ), Corollary 2, and Pig.4 show (independently of [4] ) the existence of HTNH graphs of each order n ?9.
Proposition
6. ¿very two independent edges in PG can belong to a maximal matching of size 4.
• Proposition 7.
No end-vertex of a Hamiltonian path of PG that includes a maximal matching M^ of size 3 in PG is incident to Lt Q .
In faot, removal of M^ together with all 6 incident vertices and all 12 adjacent edges gives no fewer than four independent vertices.• In contrast to Proposition 5, it follows that inserting new vertices into each edge of a maximal matching of size 3 in PG gives no HT graph.
Propositions 4-7 oan be used to prove the following Theorem 4. Let be a subset of edges of the Petersen graph PG and let G be a graph obtained from PG by inserting one or two new vertices (of degree 2} into each edge from B^ Then G is an HTMH graph iff both She following conditions hold trues (ij is a matching in PG,
(ii) E^ is no maximal matching of size 3«n
The minimum HTNH graphs
The lower bound f5n/4], the ceiling of 5n/4, for the size of HI Nil graphs of a given order nt n ? 9, is &iven in [4, theorem 4]. The bound is proved there to be strict in two out of 8 cases, namely if n = 3» 4 (mod 8). We improve this result by providing corresponding examples in 6 remaining casee of values of n together with the full list of degree sequences of such examples.
First, for each n29» wa construct an HTNH graph of order n and size f5n/4]. Two families of cubic graphs, 0 and $ , each of which contains two independent edges (or three edges if order is 6) that do not appear simultaneously in any Hamiltonian circuit, form a starting point for the construction. Definition 3. Given integer {g 2, let be a graph of order 2f consisting of a circuit C = a [u1,u2,...,ui, v1,v2,...,v{, la fact, nonhaailtonicity of a folio«« ffros Corollas; 3 and Proposition 9. Hoaogeneoue traoeability follows fro® Proposition 10* • Soae of the graphs deaoxi^ed in the last Fro position ara the ainiaua Bftt graphs of thoir own ordera. SOBS of tlieaa graphs ara apsoifiad as follows. Definition 5.
Given a graph r2( of order 21 that ia sithar e<k with k g 2 and < -2k or «4k+2 with k \ 1 and < « 2k+l, lot (J-0,1,2,3) be a graph obtained fro* r2i toy Inserting one v«rtsz of dagras 2 into each of j oonsec u tire edges a.|T.,,...,UjTj and inaertiiig two now vertices of degree 2 into each of regaining i -j edgaa of the far« Bote that graphs and Q10 are preaantad in Pigs 4 and 5(a), respectively, toy aeana of bold linea.
Vhaa we have the following result. Proposition 12. Por eaoh n s 9, eaoh froa Definition 5 ia an HT1H graph of order n (n = with t s 3 and 0 iJ s 3) and size f5«/4l («= 5f-J) with the degree sequence U3*3» n^Z) where n3 ( Otherwise n2 » n2+1 = ¿2. However, it may occur only if either n = 4k+l or n = 4k+2, and moreover k s2 and n^, = = n -2k -1. However, if a * 4k+2 then « n-n? and therefore, by (5), each vertex of degree 2 in G is adjacent to exactly one vertex of another degree and consequently to another vertex of degree 2 which is impossible because n2 is odd« Also if n = 4k+1, the assumption that a vertex of degree 2 is adjacent to two vertices of bigger degrees leads to a contradiction. So then each vertex of degree 2 in G is adjacent to exactly one vertex of another degree and to one vertex of degree 2. Moreover, by (7), n4 • 1 and ^ = 0 for i s 5. Now we can check that such G does not exist if n = 9. But for n = 4k+1 i 13, the degree sequence of G is same as that of Gn (Proposition 13).• Remark 3. Graphs G81c+^ ana G8j£+^ with k £ 1 (Definition 5 with t = 2k+1 and 0* j gl) are exhibited in [4] as just minimum HTNH graphs of their own orders. Graphs G^ and G10 are presented also in [4] in another context.
-1063 -2. Skuplcfi 6, Op« n problems A t umber of open problems suggested by this paper can be stated, Observe first that investigating uxlul HTSH graphs can contribute to the theory of Haailtonian and non-Hamiltonian gra.iie [15] , Also problsns ralatad to minimal HTSH graphs seen to be interesting and proaiaing. Examples of sueh problems follow. Describe the structure of minimal HTNH graphs of order n,n 111. Pind MO among those graphs G. Characterize degree sets (ef. [7] ) or «ven degree sequences of those graphs. ?ii*f asymptotic estimations for or simply a number of minimal [maximal] HTHH graphs of order n. Another problem may consits in characterislag hypohamiltonian graphs among HTM graphs.
It in clear that no n-vertex HTSH graph G can have the aaxlcua u*gree ¿(0) equal to n-1. Moreover, as It is proved in [4, 18] , A(G)s n-4. The following stronger rosult is prov-
for each HTHH graph G of order n, n i 3. Moreover [18] , for some G (with 5(0) « 2) equality holds iff • MO. For each n £ 12, an n-vertex HTNH graph G (found by Pareek [12] and independently by Kalinowski [9] 1 for whieh 6(G) » 3 and equality in (8) holds true is obtainable fro« PG (Fig.5(b) ) by replacing one degree-2 vertex with K ? and another one with It Is an open problem to find *(3) and both b(6) and -¿(6) for eaoh 6 s 4.
In case of digraphs different kinds of homogeneous traceability [3] can be dealt with (see [17] ) and corresponding variety of open problems may be attractive.
Recall that a graph is called q- It is an open problem to find q-path Hamlltonian n-vertex graphs whioh are not 2-edge Hamiltonian in case either q = 2 and n odd or q 2 3. Notioe that the structure of those graphs is not as simple as claimed by Bermond [1] because a-q-path Hamlltonian graph G either is a circuit or has 5(G) 1 3»
